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Abstract

In this work, the discrete λ variant of the Gibbs sampler-based λ-dynamics (d-GSλD) method is 

developed to enable multiple functional group perturbations to be investigated at one or more sites 

of substitution off a common ligand core. The theoretical framework and special considerations 

for constructing discrete λ states for multisite d-GSλD are presented. The precision and accuracy 

of the d-GSλD method is evaluated with three test cases of increasing complexity. Specifically, 

methyl → methyl symmetric perturbations in water, 1,4-benzene hydration free energies, and 

protein-ligand binding affinities for an example HIV-1 reverse transcriptase inhibitor series are 

computed with d-GSλD. Complementary MSλD calculations were also performed to compare 

with d-GSλD’s performance. Excellent agreement between d-GSλD and MSλD is observed, with 

mean unsigned errors of 0.12 and 0.22 kcal/mol for computed hydration and binding free energy 

test cases, respectively. Good agreement with experiment is also observed, with errors of 0.5 – 0.7 

kcal/mol. These findings support the applicability of the d-GSλD free energy method for a variety 

of molecular design problems, including structure-based drug design. Finally, a discussion of 

d-GSλD versus MSλD approaches is presented to compare and contrast features of both methods.
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INTRODUCTION

With the ability to prospectively guide molecular design efforts in a variety of fields, 

including materials engineering and drug design, alchemical free energy calculations have 

become popular tools for the modern-day computational chemist.1–7 The past few decades 

have seen a flurry of advancements in the field, including new methodologies,8–14 enhanced 

sampling algorithms,15–22 force field parameterization improvements,23–30 and accelerated 

code implementations utilizing graphic processing units (GPUs).31–35 Traditional free 

energy approaches, including free energy perturbation theory (FEP)36 and thermodynamic 

integration (TI)37, which calculate free energy differences between two thermodynamic 

states of a system, are still widely employed and under active development. In 

addition, several new methodologies have sought to break through the inherent scalability 

limitation associated with FEP/TI methods by calculating free energy differences between 

multiple thermodynamic states within a single calculation, including λ-dynamics (λD),8,9 

enveloping distribution sampling,12,13,38 and λ-local elevation umbrella sampling (λ-LEUS) 

methods.39–41

For many years, we have been actively engaged in developing λ-dynamics-based 

technologies to explore combinatorial chemical spaces within a single molecular dynamics 
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(MD) simulation.8,9,42 The λD-based method is especially promising for computer-aided 

drug design or protein engineering efforts where numerous substituents or side chain 

perturbations may be explored at multiple sites around a ligand or protein core.43–48 With 

multisite λ-dynamics (MSλD), these many transformations can be investigated collectively 

and combinatorially. Not only does this facilitate a more efficient approach to explore 

large chemical spaces than is achievable with pairwise comparisons, but non-additive 

couplings between adjacent sites may also be captured. For example, recent work has 

shown that many tens to hundreds of combinatorial states can be successfully explored 

with MSλD at a fraction of the cost of running TI calculations coupled with the multistate 

Bennett acceptance ratio (MBAR)11 free energy estimator.45–48 These detailed comparative 

studies have demonstrated no loss of precision in the computed MSλD free energy results. 

Furthermore, with correct force field representations, accuracies for computed relative free 

energies of binding (ΔΔGbind) compared to experimental results have been good, with mean 

unsigned errors (MUEs) generally ranging between 0.5 – 1.0 kcal/mol.43–48

In the standard formulation of λD, including MSλD, the alchemical coupling parameter, λ, 

is treated as a continuous variable that can fluctuate dynamically between non-interacting 

and interacting states, 0 and 1 respectively, in a general canonical ensemble that is 

sampled using extended Lagrangian methods.9,44 The inclusion of additional λ variables 

and appropriate implicit constraints facilitate the exploration of multiple perturbations 

simultaneously.49 For a system with M sites of substitution and Ns substituents at each 

site, the set of all λ variables can be described as {λ} = {λs,i | s = 1, …, M; i = 1, …, 

Ns}. The potential energy of the complete system is then determined according to equation 

1, and interaction energies between atoms in substituent i at site s and other environment 

or alchemical atoms are scaled by λs,i. In addition, multidimensional biasing potentials, 

Vbias({λ}), are included to facilitate better sampling between different alchemical states 

in λ space.44,46 The implicit constraints dictate that the sum of all λs,i at each site must 

equal 1 ∑i = 1
NS λs, i = 1 , meaning that only one alchemical state of the system can exist at 

any given point in time. An alchemical state is defined by assigning values to each λs,i in 

{λ}, e.g., λ A = λs, i
A ∣ s = 1, …, M; i = 1, …, Ns  for state A, to describe which site-specific 

substituents are interacting (λs,i = 1) with other atoms and which ones aren’t (λs,i = 0). 

Relative free energy differences between two physical states of the system (ΔΔG(A→B)) are 

then computed using the ratio of the amount of sampling of state B compared to a reference 

state A (equation 2).

V X = x0, x , λ = V env x0 + ∑s = 1
M ∑i = 1

Ns λs, i V x0, xs, i + V xs, i

+ ∑s = 1
M ∑i = 1

Ns ∑t = s + 1
M ∑j = 1

Nt λs, iλt, jV xs, i, xt, j + V bias( λ )
(1)

ΔΔG(A B) ≅ − kBTln
P λ B > λc

P λ A > λc
− V bias λ B − V bias λ A

(2)
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In practice, the functional form of λ in MSλD prevents the λs,i from sampling a value of 

exactly 0 or 1, although it may be very close, e.g., 0.9999.49 Hence the free energy estimator 

uses a cutoff value (λc) as a threshold for the λ = 1 physical end-states (equation 2). In 

the most recent work employing MSλD, a cutoff of λc > 0.99 has been used to minimize 

artifacts in this finite width histogram-based estimator for determining relative free energy 

differences.44–48 As a part of this work, we show that the empirical bias added to relative 

free energy differences computed with MSλD as a result of this histogram-based estimator 

is within the limits of the statistical noise and negligible when current best practices for 

MSλD are used.

Recently, an alternative formulation of λD was introduced that propagated λ using the 

Gibbs sampler framework, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method that is well known in the 

field of statistical inference.50–52 In that work, λ remained a continuous variable, but it 

could now exactly sample the λ = 0 and λ = 1 end-points. Highly accurate free energy 

estimates were then obtained with the Rao-Blackwell estimator in a similar manner as 

one would use MBAR to postprocess and analyze data from a TI or FEP calculation.52–55 

Applications of this continuous variant of Gibbs sampler-based λ-dynamics (c-GSλD) 

included a harmonic oscillator test system and the calculation of small molecule solvation 

and protein-ligand binding free energy differences. Both pairwise and triplet perturbations 

were explored within a single simulation. That work also introduced the idea that Gibbs 

sampler-based λ-dynamics (GSλD) could work with discrete λ states, rather than treating 

λ as a continuous variable, but the idea was not tested and fully developed.52 We note 

that Chodera and Shirts also previously introduced the idea of using the Gibbs sampler 

framework to perform alchemical transformations with discrete λ variables and the MBAR 

free energy estimator; however, they mostly focused on the annihilation of a single 

Lennard-Jones or united-atom particle in water.21 The GSλD framework also shares many 

similarities with the self-adjusted mixture sampling method introduced by Tan, except that 

the biases are fixed for production sampling after an initial stage of bias determination.56,57 

In this work, we develop the discrete variant of GSλD (d-GSλD) and demonstrate its ability 

to explore multiple perturbations to a chemical system simultaneously within a single MD 

simulation for systems with similar levels of complexity as that used in drug design. Free 

energy differences between all physically relevant λ end-states are then computed using 

FastMBAR, a recent reformulation of MBAR that is GPU enabled.58 The validity of the new 

d-GSλD approach is evaluated through comparisons to MSλD calculations and experiment.

METHODS

Discrete Gibbs Sampler λ-Dynamics.

Gibbs sampling (GS) is well-known for its ability to sample a multidimensional distribution 

when direct sampling of that distribution is difficult or impossible. This is accomplished 

through indirect sampling of related conditional distributions, i.e., distributions that result 

from constraining the target distribution on a given subset of variables.50,51 For our interest 

in calculating free energy differences between multiple states of a chemical system, such 

as between two or more ligands that have different substituents at a common point of 

attachment, Gibbs sampling can be performed to sample the joint distribution of atomic 
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coordinates, X, and alchemical states, {λ} (P(X, {λ})). As described in detail previously, 

GS sampling of this alchemical system can be accomplished by defining two conditional 

distributions, P(X|{λ}) and P({λ}|X), to sample X and {λ} iteratively while the other is 

constrained; sequential sampling of P(X|{λ}) and P({λ}|X) thus form a single GS step 

yielding X and {λ} at step t (Xt, {λ}t).52 If direct sampling of a conditional distribution 

is possible, numerical pseudorandom generators can be used to draw independent samples, 

otherwise, some other sampling technique that satisfies the condition of detailed balance 

with respect to the conditional distribution may be used. For example, for sampling 

the coordinate space of a chemical system, P(X|{λ}), traditional statistical mechanical 

sampling, including MD or Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations, can be used. Sampling 

of the {λ} space, P({λ}|X), can be accomplished directly, as described below. As long 

as the algorithms used to sample P(X|{λ}) and P({λ}|X) maintain conditions of detailed 

balance, then the sampled set of all (Xt, {λ}t) configurations will converge to the desired 

joint distribution P(X, {λ}).21

In the initial formulation of GSλD, treatment of the λ coupling parameter focused on the 

use of a continuous variable, comparable to standard λ-dynamics based techniques, and both 

pairwise and multiple ligand generalizations of c-GSλD were presented.52 A formulation 

of GSλD to work with a discrete set of λ parameters for pairwise perturbations was also 

discussed, with several potential advantages. First, use of discrete λ variables simplifies 

the conditional distribution P({λ}|X) to become a multinomial distribution that can be 

sampled directly using numerical methods. Second, and more importantly, the formulism 

of d-GSλD works with commonly employed soft-core potentials, or in other instances 

where the potential energy is nonlinearly dependent on λ, V(X, {λ}).59,60 In contrast, 

use of a nonlinearly λ-dependent potential with c-GSλD creates a complex normalization 

constant in P({λ}|X), which prevents direct sampling. The flexibility provided by d-GSλD 

to use soft-core potentials is critical for applying this technique to a variety of molecular 

design applications while avoiding the classic singularity problem at the end-states.59,60 This 

is especially relevant when an alchemical transformation accompanies a large change in 

volume between alchemical end-states, such as large to small functional group changes.44 

Given these advantages of the d-GSλD approach, this work generalizes the pairwise 

formulation of d-GSλD to investigate alchemical perturbations between multiple functional 

groups at one or multiple sites off a chemical core, such as a small molecule ligand.

The P(λ|X) Conditional Distribution.

To generalize d-GSλD to investigate multiple alchemical perturbations, equation 1 from 

MSλD can be used to define the joint distribution as:

P (X, λ ) ∝ exp −β V env x0 + V SS(X, λ ) + V MS(X, λ ) + G( λ ) (3)

where

V SS X = x0, x , λ = ∑s = 1
M ∑i = 1

NS λs, i V x0, xs, i + V xs, i (4)
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V MS X = x0, x , λ = ∑S = 1
M ∑i = 1

Ns ∑t = s + 1
M ∑j = 1

Nt λs, iλt, jV xs, i, xt, j (5)

and G({λ}) is a scalar bias added to each discrete {λ}i state to ensure equivalent sampling 

between different states. Analogous to MSλD, VSS represents the additive interactions 

for all substituents at each site of transformation, and VMS represents any cross-site 

interaction energies. The full conditional distribution P({λ}|X) can then be represented as a 

multinomial distribution:

P λ i ∣ X =
exp −β V SS X, λ i + V MS X, λ i + G λ i

∑k = 1
K exp −β V SS X, λ k + V MS X, λ k + G λ k (6)

where K is the total number of {λ} states; G({λ}k) is the bias added to the {λ}k state. 

In practice, this distribution is formed by calculating the potential energy of the system at 

each alchemical {λ}i state and normalizing over the sum of all states to form a Boltzmann 

distribution. Independent samples can then be drawn from this distribution directly by 

selecting a new {λ}i state proportional to its probability in P({λ}|X) using a pseudorandom 

number generator. In the limiting case where only a pair of substituents are explored, i.e., 

M = 1 and Ns = 2, equations 3–6 simplify to the original pairwise equations introduced by 

Ding, et al..52

Defining Discrete λ States.

One of the main facets associated with broadening the scope of transformations that can 

be explored with d-GSλD involves an adequate definition of the alchemical {λ}i states 

and the associated λ schedule between physical end-states. This is a routine consideration 

with FEP/TI approaches, and many papers have been published that attempt to optimize 

alchemical pathways or Δλ spacings between alchemical end-states.61–65 These concerns 

are largely absent with MSλD or c-GSλD, where λ is continuous and the implicit 

constraints automatically control the density of sampled λ values.9,49,52 Though it is worth 

noting that judicious grouping of similarly sized substituents does yield better sampling 

between alchemical end-states with MSλD.43,44 With d-GSλD, however, one must consider 

how to translate a continuous λ-landscape into discrete {λ} states, for which there is no 

unique solution. As an illustrative example, an alchemical landscape that is formed by using 

a continuous λ parameter for sampling five substituents at a single site may be symbolically 
represented as a continuous pentagon with vertices for each substituent (Figure 1A). In 

principle, for d-GSλD, discrete states could be defined all-throughout this same shape of 

chemical space (Figure 1B), but this would be inefficient and the majority of the simulation 

would be spent sampling non-physical intermediate {λ} states. Rather, specific edges that 

connect end-states can be traversed (Figure 1C). This “complete” connectivity approach 

significantly reduces the number of discrete states needed to investigate perturbations 

between all of the physical end-states. It’s worth mentioning that this approach is often an 

ideal setup for FEP/TI calculations because closed perturbation loops can be used to reduce 

hysteresis in computed free energy differences;22 but ultimately, this approach tends to be 

too computationally expensive to perform for routine molecular design applications with 
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FEP/TI methods due to the many calculations required. However, this is readily performed 

with λD-based methods and was the preferred choice for mapping perturbations for all 

d-GSλD calculations performed in this work. With d-GSλD these pathways can be explored 

simultaneously within a single simulation. Along each connective edge, any λ schedule may 

be employed. For simplicity, we used a Δλ spacing of 0.10 for constructing discrete λ states 

in this work. With this λ schedule, NS +
NS NS − 1

2 * 9 λ  states were required to sample 

multiple substituent perturbations at one site.

For systems where substituent perturbations are explored at more than one site, additional 

considerations are needed. For example, with MSλD, λ variables at two or more sites may 

simultaneously exist in intermediate states, 0.01 < λs,i < 0.99, and concerted transitions 

may occur between substituents at different sites at the same time. However, attempting 

to generalize this continuous λ behavior with d-GSλD would require an appropriate λ 
schedule that couples alchemical changes at two or more sites. This ultimately leads to 

the creation of too large a number of {λ} states and makes sampling P({λ}|X) slow and 

inefficient due to the need to solve equation 6 for each {λ}i state. Using a large number 

of {λ} states also lengthens the total simulation time needed to obtain converged free 

energy results, since an equal amount of time should ideally be spent sampling each {λ} 

state and each {λ} state should be sampled several times to obtain converged free energy 

results. Thus, in general, the more discrete {λ} states that are used with d-GSλD, the more 

computationally expensive it becomes to run.

As an example, a set of 1,4-benzene derivatives can be considered. Using the test case 

described in the Computational Details section below, five substitutions at position 1 on 

the benzene ring (site 1) and seven additional substitutions at position 4 (site 2) can be 

investigated, which combinatorially yields 35 benzene states that can be sampled. Using the 

Δλ = 0.1 schedule described for single site perturbations only, 95 or 196 {λ} states would 

be required for perturbing between 5 or 7 substituents separately, respectively. Allowing for 

site 1  2 transitions to occur concurrently in a d-GSλD simulation would thus require a 

total of 95 × 196 = 18,620 {λ} states. If P({λ}|X) is sampled every 100 MD steps, with a 

2 fs timestep, then sampling all 18,620 {λ} states one time each would require a minimum 

of 3.7 ns of sampling. Instead, a balance between sampling efficiency and accuracy in 

computed free energy differences can be achieved by limiting concerted transitions at 

different sites and allowing substituent changes to occur at only one site at a time. This 

strategy follows precedence from previous MSλD findings for exploring large substituent 

modifications to a series of inhibitors bound to β-secretase 1, where it was observed that the 

majority of transitions between alchemical end-points, without replica-exchange enhanced 

sampling, occurred between substituents at the same site; simultaneous changes at both 

sites were rare.47 Thus, for a two-site system with Δλ = 0.10 and allowing substituent 

transitions to occur only at one site at a time, reduces the number of necessary {λ} states to 

NS × Nt +
NS NS − 1

2 * Nt +
Nt Nt − 1

2 * NS * 9 , where Ns and Nt refer to the number 

of substituents at sites s = 1 and t = 2. For the example 5 × 7 1,4-benzene system, this 

yields a total of 1610 {λ} states, which require only 0.32 ns of sampling to visit every {λ} 

state once. The total number of {λ} states have been reduced by an order of magnitude and 
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efficient sampling of all alchemical end-states is more readily accomplished within 10–20 ns 

of d-GSλD sampling.

d-GSλD Workflow.

A d-GSλD calculation begins by initializing starting values for all X and {λ} (X0, {λ}0). 

Similar to the procedure used for MSλD, all alchemical substituents are defined as a 

multiple topology model with explicit atomic coordinates, in addition to all other spectator 

atoms including solvent, protein, and non-alchemical ligand atoms.43–48 Discrete {λ} states 

must be defined, as described previously with connective edges, such that every substituent 

can alchemically transform into every other substituent at each site of perturbation. After the 

system is energy minimized and equilibrated with a short 10 ps MD simulation, the Gibbs 

sampler procedure begins (Figure 2).52 In practice, either conditional distribution may be 

sampled first; in this work, we chose to start with P(X|{λ}). In this regard, the coordinates 

of the system at step t (Xt) are generated by running a molecular dynamics simulation with a 

fixed {λ}t-1 state. At the end of the MD simulation, the coordinates the system are fixed, and 

{λ}t is sampled. As described above, the energy of the system is calculated for every {λ} 

state and a Boltzmann distribution is generated. A new {λ}t is then chosen proportional to 

its Boltzmann probability using a pseudorandom number generator. Sequential sampling of 

P(X|{λ}) followed by P({λ}|X) form a single GS step (Figure 2). GS sampling is performed 

for a preset number of times, usually such that the total length of MD sampling performed 

for sampling P(X|{λ}) sums to a specific amount of time. At the conclusion of GS sampling, 

relative free energy differences are then computed with the FastMBAR tool by analyzing all 

{λ}i specific energies that were calculated on-the-fly during GS sampling.58

To ensure sufficient sampling is obtained, d-GSλD has been run in a series of 2–3 stages. 

The first stage involves the identification of λ biases. Like MSλD, sampling continuity 

between {λ} states requires those states to have similar free energies. In recent years, 

an automated optimization algorithm known as Adaptive Landscape Flattening (ALF) has 

greatly accelerated the determination of an appropriate system of biases for MSλD to flatten 

free energy barriers in λ-space and facilitate continuous sampling between different ligand 

end-states.44,46 The use of discrete {λ} states with d-GSλD simplifies this system of biases 

into a single scalar value per {λ} state, G({λ}i) in equation 6. In the first stage of running 

d-GSλD, these biases are identified by incorporating a Wang-Landau (WL)-like algorithm 

into the simulation as follows.66,67 At the onset of the simulation, all G({λ}i) are initialized 

to zero. When GS sampling commences, each G({λ}i) is incremented by δstep amount each 

time {λ}i is sampled. And as the simulation continues, δstep decays as a function of time 

using the following relationship: δstep = δ0

int
nstep

ndelay
+ 1

. In this function, nstep is the current 

GS step number and δ0 is an initial starting δstep value. The use of an int function allows 

δstep to remain constant for ndelay steps. Though not strictly necessary, if ndelay equals the 

number of {λ} states, we’ve found that this facilitates slightly better sampling of all {λ} 

states in the early steps of WL biasing, where it is easier to get trapped in a local free 

energy minimum. As GS sampling continues and δstep decays to values less than 1.0 kcal/

mol, free energy barriers become more readily flattened across the entire λ landscape. An 
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important criterion for this first stage of sampling is that every {λ} state should ideally be 

visited several times or at a minimum once. If this is not achieved, δ0 can be increased to 

larger values or the simulation can be restarted and run for longer. Next, a second shorter 

WL-biasing run with a δ0 ≤ 1.0 kcal/mol is run to further refine and finalize the final 

set of G({λ}) biases. Finally, after appropriate biases are obtained, production d-GSλD 

simulations can commence with fixed G({λ}) biases. In this work, reported free energy 

results were obtained by averaging over 3–5 independent trials of full-length d-GSλD 

production simulations.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

To illustrate how the d-GSλD method works, three test cases have been examined. First, 

two different symmetric methyl perturbations were investigated to ensure a ΔΔG of 0.00 

kcal/mol was correctly obtained between all alchemical end-states. Second, free energies of 

hydration were computed for a variety of 1,4-benzene derivatives, consisting of 35 different 

end-states and 32 unique molecules.68,69 Finally, 24 free energies of binding for indolizine 

containing catechol diether inhibitors targeting HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (HIV-RT) were 

determined.70–72 In all test cases except the first, free energy differences were calculated 

with both d-GSλD and MSλD to evaluate elements of precision and efficiency of the new 

d-GSλD method.

All Test Systems.

All d-GSλD simulations were run with OpenMM using the CUDA platform.33 Starting 

psf topology and pdb coordinate files were first generated with the CHARMM molecular 

simulation package.73,74 CHARMM-based force field parameters were used to represent 

different components of the chemical systems, specifically CHARMM36 was used for all 

protein atoms and the MATCH atom parameterization tool was used to assign CHARMM 

General Force Field (CGenFF) parameters for all small molecule atoms.29,75–79 The TIP3P 

water model was used to represent water.80 Cubic, periodic solvent boxes were constructed 

with the convpdb.pl tool from the MMTSB toolset, with a 12 Å buffer between solute atoms 

and box edges.81 The indolizine – HIV-RT system additionally included an appropriate 

number of Na+ and Cl– atoms to neutralize the net charge of the system and provide an 

ionic concentration of 0.1 M NaCl. Alchemical functional groups were created as a multiple 

topology model, with explicit atoms for every unique functional group. UCSF Chimera 

was used to build the small molecule structure files and PyMOL and VMD were used to 

visualize and analyze simulation trajectories.82–84 In OpenMM, the CHARMM generated 

psf and pdb files were loaded in with the CharmmPsfFile and CharmmParameterSet classes. 

A nonbonded lookup table was generated to handle CHARMM’s NBFIX nonbonded 

parameter exceptions, and custom nonbonded forces were written to facilitate λ scaling 

of all alchemical functional groups. To simplify comparisons between d-GSλD and MSλD 

free energy results, these custom nonbonded forces included CHARMM’s force switching 

and λD-based soft-core potentials, thus matching the potentials used in CHARMM when 

performing MSλD calculations.44,85
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All MSλD calculations were run with the CHARMM molecular simulation package 

(developmental version c44a1) utilizing the domain decomposition (DOMDEC) module 

to enable GPU accelerated simulations.34,73,74 Standard MSλD procedures were 

followed.43–47 In brief, each alchemical system was set up as a multiple topology model 

within the BLOCK module in CHARMM. This module facilitates the scaling of different 

functional groups by site specific λ parameters, as well as a system of biasing potentials 

necessary for dynamic sampling of all λ states. An implicit constraint coefficient of 5.5 

was also used for all chemical systems.49 All intramolecular interactions were treated at full 

strength, while all electrostatic and van der Waals interactions were scaled by λ. To avoid 

the classic endpoint singularity problem,59,60 a nonbonded soft-core potential was used.44 

During MSλD sampling, λ values were saved every 10 steps for computing free energy 

differences according to equation 2. A cutoff value of λ > 0.99 was used for approximating 

end-state populations at λ = 1.0. Prior to performing production simulations, the ALF 

algorithm was used to identify appropriate biases for each alchemical function group.44,46 In 

all test systems, iterative calculations of fifty 100 ps simulations followed by fourteen 1 ns 

simulations were used to identify all biasing potentials.

Similar parameters were used for running production molecular dynamics simulations in 

conjunction with both d-GSλD and MSλD. All MD simulations were performed at 25° C 

and 1 atm in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. In OpenMM, this was accomplished with 

a Monte Carlo barostat and a Langevin integrator with a friction coefficient of 10 ps−1; 

in CHARMM, a Langevin pressure piston with a friction coefficient of 10 ps−1 and a Nose

Hoover thermostat were used.86–88 In both programs, an integration time step of 2 fs was 

used, facilitated by constraining all hydrogen to heavy atom bond lengths with the SHAKE 

algorithm.89 Periodic boundary conditions were employed with nonbonded cutoffs of 12 

Å, and force switching was used to gradually smooth nonbonded forces to zero between 

10–12 Å.85 Prior to production dynamics, each chemical system was subjected to 500–1000 

steps of energy minimization at a fixed λ state, and a brief 10–30 ps of equilibration 

was performed to relax the system. The following sections describe more system-specific 

computational details, including the amount of production sampling used for each system.

Symmetric Methyl Perturbations.

Symmetric perturbations provide a useful control experiment for evaluating alchemical 

free energy methods. Without having to worry about force field inaccuracies, accuracy 

in transforming one substituent into an identical but distinct substituent replies solely on 

sampling proficiency and statistical rigor of the method. In addition, the expected ΔG answer 

of 0.00 is known, thus simplifying interpretation of the results. In this work, we first began 

by analyzing a toluene → toluene mutation in water, by replacing one methyl group with 

a different methyl group attached a benzene ring. We subsequently explored a p-xylene → 
p-xylene mutation in water, by replacing two para-methyl groups on a benzene ring with 2 

new methyl groups at each site (a 2 × 2 multisite system). Due to the combinatorial nature 

of this 2-site perturbation, 4 relative free energy differences between 4 unique p-xylene 

end-states could be calculated from one d-GSλD calculation (Table 1). In both symmetric 

perturbations, only the methyl groups and the carbon they were bound to in the benzene ring 

were alchemically perturbed; all other ring atoms were treated as environment atoms. Edges 
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between end-states were constructed with Δλ = 0.10 steps, yielding a total of 11 and 40 λ 
states for the toluene and p-xylene perturbations, respectively. G({λ}) biases were obtained 

with WL sampling over a single d-GSλD run of 100 ps using an initial δ0 = 2.0 kcal/mol 

and a ndelay equivalent to the total number of λ states for each system. No additional bias 

refinement was needed. Production sampling was then performed in triplicate for 1 ns of 

MD sampling. In the GS algorithm, sampling of P(X|{λ}) lasted for 100 MD steps, followed 

by direct sampling of P({λ}|X). At the end of the simulation, energies for each {λ} state 

from all triplicate production runs were collectively analyzed with FastMBAR to compute 

the free energy differences in water (ΔGwater) with respect to the first {λ}i reference state. 

Free energy differences were also bootstrapped with FastMBAR to determine standard 

deviations (± σ) for each ΔGwater.58

1,4-Benzene Free Energies of Hydration.

Hydration free energies, which consider an entire thermodynamic cycle of both water and 

gas phase calculations (Figure S1A), were investigated next for a variety of 1,4-benzene 

derivatives. As shown in Figure 3A, five substituents were perturbed at site 1, and an 

additional 7 substituents were explored at site 2, in the para position to site 1. Both small 

and large perturbations were considered, including the mutation of an entire phenyl ring, 

and substituents varied in both flexibility and polarity. The propionic acid on site 2 was 

modeled in its neutral form to remove any difficulties associated with charge changes 

between neutral and anionic substituents on the molecule. Charge changes continue to 

pose particular challenges for alchemical free energy calculations.90–95 Combinatorically, 35 

distinct molecules can be created from these pairings, but only 32 unique molecules exist 

due to some symmetry in substituents at sites 1 and 2.

For d-GSλD, a total of 1610 {λ} states were generated with a λ schedule of Δλ = 0.10 

steps along connective edges between end-states, and by allowing only one site to mutate at 

any one time. Initial G({λ}) biases were obtained over a 5 ns simulation with WL biasing. 

Preliminary investigations with δ0 = 5.0 or 8.0 kcal/mol failed to sample all {λ} states, 

including two of the end-states, within a 5 ns simulation suggesting a larger δ0 was required. 

Owing to the variety of substituent sizes and properties in this system, we found that a 

δ0 = 10.0 kcal/mol worked well for sampling all 1610 {λ} states; ndelay was again set 

to the number of {λ} states. Refined biases were then obtained by running an additional 

5 ndelay iterations of WL biasing, i.e., (ndelay * 5) GS steps, with a δ0 = 1.0 kcal/mol. 

Five independent duplicates of a 25 ns production simulation were then run with the final 

G({λ}) biases. Energies for each {λ} state were saved every 100 MD steps, and at the end, 

FastMBAR was used to analyze energies from all five duplicate simulations collectively. For 

complementary MSλD calculations, ALF was used to determine appropriate λ biases, and 

five duplicate 25 ns production runs were performed. Relative free energies of hydration 

were calculated according to equation 2. For both d-GSλD and MSλD, the first 5 ns 

of each of the 25 ns production simulations was discarded as equilibration and excluded 

from the free energy analyses. To better facilitate comparisons between λD methods and 

to experiment, relative free energy differences were converted into absolute free energy 

differences using equation 7.10,96
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ΔGcomp = ΔΔGcomp − ∑ΔΔGcomp
n − ∑ΔGexpt

n (7)

Indolizine Inhibitor Free Energies of Binding.

To confidently use d-GSλD for a variety of computational investigations and in drug 

discovery, free energies of protein-ligand binding were next investigated. Using the 

thermodynamic cycle in Figure S1B, free energy differences were computed for the ligand 

in both unbound solvated and protein bound thermodynamic states. Following procedures 

used previously for modeling catechol-diether inhibitors bound to HIV-RT,45,71,72 the 

protein in the complexed state of the ligand was represented in a truncated form where 

only residues within 20 Å of any bound ligand atom were represented. To prevent protein 

unfolding, all atoms of residues beyond 10 Å of any ligand atom were harmonically 

restrained with a force constant of 10 kcal/mol∙Å2.97 All peptide fragments generated from 

truncating the full HIV-RT structure, were capped with neutral ACE and CT3 CHARMM 

patches. The indolizine ligand was then set up with three sites of perturbations, with 3, 2, 

and 4 substituents respectively (Figure 3B). Sampling all perturbations collectively with λD

based approaches allows free energy differences to be computed for 24 unique molecules 

from a single simulation. Free energy calculations proceeded very similarly to the steps used 

to investigate the 1,4-benzene free energies of hydration. For d-GSλD, 672 {λ} states were 

created with Δλ = 0.10 steps along connective edges between end-states. Owing to greater 

similarity between alchemical substituents in this system, we postulated that G({λ}) biases 

could be obtained from an initial simulation using a δ0 of 4.0 kcal/mol, which successfully 

enabled adequate sampling of all {λ} states within a 5 ns simulation. Bias refinement then 

occurred via an additional run of ndelay * 5 GS steps with δ0 = 1.0 kcal/mol. In both 

biasing runs, ndelay was 672. Production d-GSλD simulations were run for 25 ns with 5 

independent duplicates, and free energy differences and standard deviations were calculated 

with FastMBAR. MSλD calculations were also run for 25 ns with 5 independent duplicates. 

For both methods, an initial segment of 5 ns was removed for equilibration prior to relative 

binding free energy determination, and relative free energies were converted into absolute 

values using equation 7.

RESULTS

Symmetric Methyl Perturbations.

Symmetric perturbations were explored in two simplistic test cases to evaluate the 

correctness of the d-GSλD approach. First, a single-site toluene → toluene transformation 

was evaluated by perturbing methyl group A on a benzene ring into a separate, distinct 

methyl group B (Table 1). After 1 ns of production sampling, a ΔGwater of 0.004 ± 0.020 

kcal/mol was obtained, correctly matching an expected difference of 0.00 kcal/mol for 

symmetric perturbations. Second, a two-site p-xylene → p-xylene mutation was explored by 

allowing methyl groups A and C at sites 1 and 2 to mutate into B and D methyl groups, 

respectively. This 2 × 2 multisite system combinatorially provides access to 4 p-xylenes with 

A+C, A+D, B+C, and B+D group pairings. Despite using 4 times the number of lambda 
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states to represent all alchemical edges and intermediates in this system, compared to the 

toluene → toluene perturbation, 1 ns of sampling continued to provide adequate sampling 

of all 40 {λ} states. As shown in Figure S2, all {λ} states were frequently sampled 

over the course of the simulation across all three independent trials, and rapid transitions 

between states were accomplished. Calculated free energy differences were all less than 0.02 

kcal/mol for the A+D, B+C, and B+D pairs, and all values were within statistical noise of 

the ideal ΔGwater = 0.00 kcal/mol. These results suggest that the d-GSλD method is working 

correctly and efficiently for both single-site and multisite perturbations.

1,4-Benzene Free Energies of Hydration.

Building on the success of the symmetric test systems, d-GSλD was next applied to 

computing hydration free energies (ΔGhyd) for a variety of 1,4-benzene derivatives. 

Substituents that differed in size, flexibility, and polarity were specifically chosen to 

challenge the free energy method, as well as yield as large a subset of molecules 

as possible that could be compared to available experimental data.68,69 The ability to 

explore combinatorial chemical spaces through multisite perturbations is tested through 

the simultaneous exploration of 5 and 7 substituents at two substitution sites. Comparable 

calculations were also performed with MSλD, using similar simulation parameters and 

potentials, to facilitate a comparison of precision and efficiency between these λD-based 

techniques. In previous benchmark studies, MSλD has shown excellent agreement to other 

free energy methods, including conventional TI/MBAR calculations, with MUEs of 0.30 – 

0.50 kcal/mol, and thus serves as a viable method for comparison.45–48

As shown in Figure 4A, excellent agreement is observed between d-GSλD and MSλD 

methods. The raw data is reported in Table S1 of the Supporting Information. A MUE of 

0.122 kcal/mol and a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.998 were obtained. d-GSλD agrees 

within statistical noise to MSλD, confirming that this new approach is precise and accurate 

in comparison to other free energy methods. It is especially notable that these free energy 

calculations were performed in separate software packages, OpenMM and CHARMM for 

d-GSλD and MSλD respectively.

For the 19 molecules for which experimental ΔGhyd are available,68,69 good agreement 

between d-GSλD computed results and experiment was also observed (Figure 4B). We note 

that accuracy in this test depends both on sampling with the alchemical free energy method 

and correct energetic descriptions of the chemical system by the CGenFF force field. A 

computed MUE of 0.52 kcal/mol is good and corresponds to the expected level of accuracy 

that has been seen with most molecular mechanics force fields for reproducing free energies 

of hydration.24,68,69,98–100 Out of these 19 molecules, only two have errors larger than 1.0 

kcal/mol, acetophenone and ibuprofen, 6 molecules have errors between 0.5 – 1.0 kcal/mol, 

and 10 have errors less than 0.5 kcal/mol (Table S1). The high levels of precision between 

d-GSλD and MSλD and accuracy between d-GSλD and experiment suggest the d-GSλD 

approach is well-suited to determine condensed phase free energy differences.
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Indolizine Inhibitor Free Energies of Binding.

Finally, to establish confidence in applying d-GSλD to problems of molecular design and 

drug discovery, free energies of binding were calculated for a series of indolizine containing 

catechol diether inhibitors bound to HIV-RT.70,71 Mirroring simulations that have been 

performed previously with MSλD, 24 indolizine inhibitors were investigated with d-GSλD 

and MSλD by perturbing between 2 – 4 substituents at three sites off a central common 

core (Figure 3B).45 Computed binding free energies are reported in Table S2 and graphically 

represented in Figure 5. In general, excellent agreement is observed between d-GSλD and 

MSλD free energy methods, with a MUE of 0.22 kcal/mol and a Pearson R of 0.97. All 

unsigned differences (USD) between the two λD-based results were less than 0.50 kcal/mol, 

except for a single Cl/CH3/CH3 ligand with a USD of 0.59 kcal/mol. Visually, there is 

tight correlation between free energy results over a range of 4.0 kcal/mol (Figure 5A), 

and the best fit line nicely correlates with the ideal y=x trend and is offset by only 0.05 

kcal/mol. The uncertainties from MSλD are a little larger than with d-GSλD, 0.22 vs 0.09 

kcal/mol respectively; however, both are considered small and within the range of typical 

uncertainties for computed binding free energies.24,68,69,98–100

Good agreement with experiment is also obtained (Figure 5B). From the set of 24 

indolizine inhibitors, 11 molecules had reported experimental data for comparison.70,71 

Experimental free energies were estimated from reported EC50 values using this 

relationship: ΔGbind = RTln(EC50), and the experimental uncertainties are unknown. The 

MUE between computed and experimental results is small at 0.70 kcal/mol, which agrees 

well with free energy benchmarks in the literature for computing protein-ligand binding 

affinities.4,7,10,22,48,64,70,71,95 However, the spread of the data is greater for this analysis 

with a Pearson R of 0.56. As mentioned earlier, accuracy stems from complete statistical 

sampling as well as good force field parameters for a chosen chemical system;101 it is also 

notable that the range in free energy for these molecules is small (2–2.5 kcal/mol), excluding 

the weakest binder. The agreement between d-GSλD and MSλD in both this analysis 

(Figure 5A), and for the 1,4-benzene ΔGhyd (Figure 4A), suggests sampling is converged 

in both λD-based techniques. Hence, we suspect that the poorer correlation observed in 

Figure 5B stems mainly from force field inaccuracies. For example, a previous MSλD 

study of these and other fused-ring catechol diether inhibitors found that Cl atoms at the 

Z site (Table S2) tended to yield computed affinities that were too favorable compared to 

experiment.45 This trend is again observed in this work, with Cl/CN/Cl and H/CN/Cl ligands 

predicted to be more favorable than experiment by 1.2–1.4 kcal/mol. Previous findings also 

indicated that ligands with F atoms were modeled with higher accuracies, below 0.5 kcal/

mol.45 For the 5 fluorine containing compounds in this dataset with experimental data, a 

MUE of 0.33 is observed, matching the previous findings. Combining observations between 

d-GSλD, MSλD, and experimental comparisons thus illustrates high precision and accuracy 

in d-GSλD computed free energies of protein-ligand binding, assuming accurate force field 

representations.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the discrete λ variant of GSλD has been developed and expanded to explore 

multiple ligand perturbations at one or more sites. In accomplishing this development, 

d-GSλD joins conventional λD-based techniques in overcoming a classic scalability 

limitation associated with traditional FEP or TI calculations. Previous work has shown 

that a combinatorial exploration of chemical space is 10–20 times more efficient with 

MSλD than pairwise TI calculations only.45–48 We anticipate similar efficiency gains will be 

observed with d-GSλD. For example, although comparable TI or MBAR calculations were 

not performed for the 1,4-benzene or indolizine inhibitor test systems, a comparable CH3 

→ CH3 symmetric toluene perturbation was performed with TI/MBAR,11,37 using identical 

simulation parameters and conditions as d-GSλD in OpenMM. A single λ window took 

about 2.4 mins for a 1 ns simulation; a full perturbation consisting of 11 λ windows with 

Δλ = 0.10 steps would thus require ca. 26.4 mins if all windows were run sequentially on 

the same GPU. In contrast, d-GSλD took only 10.4 mins for 1 ns of production sampling, 

demonstrating an efficiency gain of 2.5. Greater gains are achieved through combinatorial 

searches. Extrapolating the CH3 → CH3 TI performance to the p-xylene → p-xylene system 

suggests a total of 79.2 mins of sequential sampling would be required to connect all four 

symmetric end-states. With d-GSλD, a 1 ns multisite simulation of all end-states required 

only 12.2 mins, minimally extending the time required for the toluene pairwise calculation 

and increasing d-GSλD’s efficiency over TI to a factor of 6.5. For the 1,4-benzene and 

indolizine inhibitor test cases, which alchemically explore larger combinatorial spaces, even 

greater efficiency gains over TI are expected.

For example, TI calculations preformed in CHARMM from a previous MSλD study 

investigating indole-derivatized catechol diether inhibitors bound to HIV-RT can be used 

to estimate the efficiency gains of d-GSλD for computing ligand binding affinities.45 In 

that study, 49 separate TI calculations were performed to compute 34 relative free energies 

of binding; redundant calculations were performed to create closed perturbation cycles. 

For each alchemical transformation, 11 windows of Δλ = 0.1 and 2.5 ns of sampling per 

window were used to calculate free energy differences, and transformations were performed 

in triplicate with different initial velocity seeds. The protein-bound simulations required 

approximately 3.96 hours per window to run to completion, not including the time required 

for post-production and MBAR analysis. For the indolizine – HIV-RT system considered 

in this work a minimum of 23 transformations would be required to compute relative free 

energy differences for all 24 indolizine end-states (compare to Table S2), not including 

any redundant calculations typically used to minimize free energy hysteresis around closed 

cycles or the extra time needed to postprocess TI trajectories prior to running MBAR. 

Considering the extensive similarities of system size and setup between previous-indole and 

current-indolizine ligand systems bound to a truncated HIV-RT model, TI calculations for 

the current-indolizine system would also require an estimated 3.96 hours per λ window, 

or 43.56 hours for a full transformation consisting of 11 λ windows. A total of 23 

transformations run in triplicate would thus require 3005.64 hours of estimated wall-time, 

equating to 1.90 μs of total TI sampling for the protein-bound simulations only. In contrast, 

computing 24 ΔΔGbind with d-GSλD required only 5.67 ns of sampling to determine 
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suitable G({λ}) biases followed by five independent 25 ns production simulations. This 

yielded a total amount of sampling of 130.76 ns for the d-GSλD protein-bound simulations, 

which run for ca. 226.55 hours on the same computer system. Efficiency gains of d-GSλD 

vs TI for the protein-bound simulations are thus estimated to be 13.3 or 14.5 times better for 

d-GSλD based on total run-time lengths or total MD sampling, respectively. Inclusions of 

the solvent-unbound ligand simulations may slightly affect these ratios, however, if identical 

sampling is performed for these calculations, the estimated 14.5 factor efficiency gain based 

on total MD sampling for d-GSλD over TI would remain the same.

Extensive comparisons between d-GSλD and MSλD were made in this work. For computed 

free energy differences, excellent agreement was observed between these two methods, with 

MUEs ranging between 0.12 – 0.22 kcal/mol. This high degree of agreement is, in part, 

achieved because much effort was expended to ensure that similar simulation parameters 

and matching potential energy equations that are routinely used with MSλD were coded 

into OpenMM for d-GSλD; thus, enabling as close to an apples-to-apples comparison as 

possible. A recent study, for example, has identified that significant ΔG differences may 

sometimes arise from differences in simulation protocols, parameters, or software packages 

used to perform the free energy calculations, despite looking at the same chemical system 

and alchemical perturbations.102–104 This excellent agreement between d-GSλD and MSλD 

can also be attributed to the statistical rigor and correctness of the multisite d-GSλD 

approach, and adequate sampling performed thereby. This is also clearly demonstrated by 

the successful computation of ΔGwater = 0.0 kcal/mol for both symmetric toluene and 

p-xylene test systems, within the range of statistical uncertainties.

Given the excellent agreement between d-GSλD and MSλD, what are the advantages 

to using one method over the other? For d-GSλD, the use of discrete {λ} states 

greatly simplifies the system of biases needed to run a λD simulation. Rather than 

fitting coefficients for several biasing potentials to flatten a multidimensional free energy 

landscape, as done with ALF for MSλD, d-GSλD can use a Wang-Landau like algorithm 

to determine a single, scalar bias per {λ} state.66,67 We find that this approach required 3–4 

times less sampling to obtain biases for d-GSλD, as compared to MSλD, which enabled 

production simulations to be started sooner. However, the use of discrete {λ} states can 

also be restrictive. For multisite systems, careful selection of which {λ} states are used 

with d-GSλD is required before any simulation can begin, and the combinatorial nature 

of multisite perturbations greatly increases the total number of {λ} states that are needed. 

For example, for the 5 × 7 1,4-benzene test system, the number of discrete {λ} states that 

could have been used with a Δλ = 0.1 ranged between ca. 1600 – 18000 possible states. 

Adding additional substituents would be possible, but it is likely that a 3-site system with 

5 or more substituents at each site, representing 125 combinatorial end-states, would be too 

large to run with d-GSλD, at least without requiring very long simulations to converge the 

free energy results. With MSλD, however, worries about λ scheduling and end-state path 

traversal are removed with the use of continuous λ variables. Previous work has shown that 

with MSλD, a 3–5 site systems with up to 8 substituents at each site, amounting to 512 

unique molecules, is readily accomplished.45,46,48 Thus, MSλD can readily explore very 

large combinatorial chemical spaces of more than 125 alchemical end-states, while d-GSλD 

may be best suited to explore systems with fewer than 125 end-states, simultaneously within 
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a single simulation. Additional simulations can also be run in parallel to explore more 

molecules.

In our method comparisons, timing differences between d-GSλD and MSλD were also 

considered. Table S3 shows estimated wall-times for running a 1 ns simulation with each 

method for two of the test cases studied. In all explicit water simulations, including a protein 

bound simulation, MSλD was on average 2.6 times faster than d-GSλD’s elapsed wall 

time. The MSλD gas phase simulation was even faster. A number of factors contribute 

to these differences in speed. First, the implementation of custom nonbonded forces in 

OpenMM is expected to be less optimal than using OpenMM’s standard nonbonded forces 

or CHARMM’s FORTRAN code that has been specifically programmed to run MSλD, 

though this likely contributes only a small amount to the observed performance differences. 

The larger contributing factor, however, stems directly from the GS routine in d-GSλD. 

To accurately sample the P({λ}|X) conditional distribution, energies from each {λ} state 

must be determined for all alchemical atoms scaled by λ; interaction energies between 

environment atoms can be ignored. For large multisite systems, this equates to hundreds of 

energy calculations every GS step, which will lengthen a simulation’s elapsed wall time. 

The indolizine and 1,4-benzene systems used 672 and 1610 {λ} states, respectively, thus 

an equal number of energy evaluations were required every GS iteration. As a general rule, 

the more {λ} states used in a d-GSλD simulation, the longer the simulation will take. We 

emphasize, however, that despite this trend, significant efficiency gains over conventional 

FEP and TI methods are still expected with d-GSλD, as discussed earlier for the p-xylene 

test case and the HIV-RT calculations. The longer production simulation of d-GSλD is also, 

in part, counterbalanced by the ability to start sampling sooner via a faster determination of 

G({λ}) biases.

A subtler advantage of the d-GSλD approach is the ability to sample all λ = 1.0 end

states explicitly. Highly accurate free energy differences can then be obtained by coupling 

λ- and configuration-specific energies with the FastMBAR free energy estimator.58 It is 

interesting to note that the MUE’s between d-GSλD, which exactly samples all λ = 1.0 

end-states, and MSλD, which uses a histogram-based estimator, agree to within 0.1 – 

0.2 kcal/mol. The level of agreement between λD approaches, run with separate software 

packages, suggests that artifacts introduced into the MSλD free energy results by the 

λc > 0.99 estimator are minimal. In most protein-ligand binding calculations, typical 

statistical uncertainties in computed free energies often range between 0.2 – 0.4 kcal/mol. 

Experimental uncertainties often range 0.3 – 0.5 kcal/mol, and agreement between computed 

and experimental free energy differences is not likely to exceed 0.4 – 0.7 kcal/mol.10 

Considering these boundaries, the differences of 0.1 – 0.2 kcal/mol can be considered within 

typical levels of noise and thus negligible. This study, in combination with the now many 

comparisons between MSλD and TI or FEP methods,45–48 further establish the use of 

λD-based techniques for investigating protein-ligand binding affinities and, ultimately, drug 

discovery.

Use of discrete states with GS sampling is also advantageous for on-the-fly convergence 

checks with d-GSλD and FastMBAR, prior to the termination of a lengthy production 

simulation. As mentioned earlier, sampling the P({λ}|X) conditional distribution requires 
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configuration specific energies to be calculated for every {λ} state each GS step. By 

saving these energies to disk and periodically analyzing them with FastMBAR as a function 

of time, one can monitor the convergence of free energy estimates on-the-fly as the 

simulation progresses. For very long production simulations, this may enable simulations 

to be terminated when ΔΔGs have converged, rather than at the end of a preset amount 

of sampling. Figures S3 and S4 show such convergence plots for the 1,4-benzene and 

indolizine inhibitor test cases, respectively. Over the course of d-GSλD sampling, and after 

the initial 5 ns of equilibration is removed, the computed absolute ΔGs quickly plateau 

after ~10 ns of sampling. The slopes from the last three data points, corresponding to the 

last 4 ns of sampling, average 0.0017 and −0.0038 across all 1,4-benzene and indolizine 

perturbations, respectively. Thus, sampling with d-GSλD is reasonably well converged after 

20 ns of production sampling for the various multisite perturbations that were explored in 

this work.

To conclude, the ability to explore multiple functional group perturbations has been 

introduced into the proposed discrete λ variant of GSλD. Perturbations can occur at one 

or more sites of a common ligand core. Three test systems have confirmed the precision 

and accuracy of d-GSλD computed free energy results compared to MSλD, with MUEs 

of 0.1 – 0.2 kcal/mol, and compared to experiment, with MUEs of 0.5 – 0.7 kcal/mol. 

The use of discrete {λ} states greatly simplifies the determination of λ-specific biases 

for running d-GSλD, facilitates on-the-fly convergence checks, and allows λ = 1.0 end

states to be explicitly sampled. Highly accurate free energy estimates have been obtained 

using the FastMBAR free energy estimator. Like MSλD, scalability and efficiency gains 

over conventional TI/FEP methods are expected when using d-GSλD to explore multiple 

substituent modifications simultaneously within a single simulation. dGSλD should be 

straightforward to implement in a variety of software packages that already employ TI or 

FEP methods, as long as {λ} specific energies can be computed on-the-fly. As a result, 

we anticipate d-GSλD will find use in a variety of molecular design pursuits, including 

structure-based drug design.
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ABBREVIATIONS

λD λ-dynamics

MSλD multisite λ-dynamics

GSλD Gibbs sampler-based λ-dynamics

c-GSλD continuous variant Gibbs sampler-based λ-dynamics
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d-GSλD discrete variant Gibbs sampler-based λ-dynamics

GS Gibbs sampling

ALF Adaptive Landscape Flattening

FEP free energy perturbation

TI thermodynamic integration

MD molecular dynamics

MBAR multistate Bennett acceptance ratio

WL Wang-Landau

HIV-RT HIV-1 reverse transcriptase

GPU graphic processing unit

MUE mean unsigned error

USD unsigned difference

CGenFF CHARMM General Force Field
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Figure 1. 
Illustrations of continuous and discrete {λ} states when investigating transformations 

between five alchemical end-states (labeled A–E) for a hypothetical chemical system. (A) 

Exploration of a continuous λ surface is possible when using MSλD or c-GSλD. (B) One 

example discretization of the continuous λ surface in (A) into many discrete {λ} states, 

including all intermediary spaces between end-states. (C) Discrete {λ} states defined along 

edges that connect the five alchemical end-states in a pairwise manner. This significantly 

reduces the number of discrete {λ} states needed to explore all molecular transformations.
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Figure 2. 
The Gibbs sampler procedure used to sample the joint distribution, (P(X, {λ})), of atomic 

coordinates, X, and alchemical states, {λ}. Two conditional distributions, P(X|{λ}) and 

P({λ}|X), are iteratively sampled at time t. One complete cycle represents a single GS step 

in P(X, {λ}).
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Figure 3. 
(A) The 1,4-benzene derivatives investigated with λD-based free energy calculations. Five 

and seven substituent modifications were explored at two sites, respectively. Substituents 

varied in size, flexibility, and polarity. (B) Indolizine-based inhibitors bound to HIV-RT. 

Three sites of functional group substitutions were investigated simultaneously. Substituents 

that were explored are highlighted in the parentheses.
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Figure 4. 
(A) Correlation in computed hydration free energies (kcal/mol) between d-GSλD and 

MSλD free energy methods for 1,4-benzene derivatives. (B) Correlation in computed d-
GSλD and experimental hydration free energies (kcal/mol). The solid black line represents y 

= x; dashed grey lines represent y = x ± 1. The red dotted line represents the best fit line of 

the data.
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Figure 5. 
(A) Correlation between d-GSλD and MSλD for computed binding free energies for 

indolizine containing catechol diether inhibitors bound to HIV-RT. (B) Correlation in 

computed d-GSλD and experimental binding free energies (kcal/mol). The solid black line 

represents y = x; dashed grey lines represent y = x ± 1. The red dotted line represents the 

best fit line of the data.
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Table 1.

Computed Free Energy Differences in Water for Two Symmetric Methyl Perturbations Determined with 

d-GSλD (kcal/mol).
a

Site 1 (X) Site 2 (Y) ΔGwater ± σ

Toluene → Toluene

CH3 (A) H 0.000 ± 0.000

CH3 (B) H 0.004 ± 0.020

p-Xylene → p-Xylene

CH3 (A) CH3 (C) 0.000 ± 0.000

CH3 (A) CH3 (D) −0.019 ± 0.017

CH3 (B) CH3 (C) −0.010 ± 0.016

CH3 (B) CH3 (D) −0.019 ± 0.023

a
Pairs of symmetric but distinct CH3 groups are labeled A, B and C, D.
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